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Thermoelastic equations for ferromagnetic bodies 

H. PARKUS (VIENNA) 

THE BASIC equations of an elastic, ferromagnetic, heat and current conducting body are derived 
directly from the first and second law of thermodynamics. 

Podstawowe r6wnania osrodk6w sp~zystych, ferromagnetycznych, przewod~cych cieplo i pntd 
elektryczny, wyprowadzono bezposrednio z pierwszej i drugiej zasady termodynamiki. 

J13 nepBoro ~ BTOporo IIpHHqHIIOB TepMO~aMlliW: BbWO,wiTCH OCHOBHbie ypaiJHeHIDI ynpy
rHX <PeppOManmTHbiX MaTepHaJIOB, o6JiaAaiO~ CBOiicTBaMH TeWIO H :me.KTpOIIpOBOAHOCTH. 

1. Introduction 

THE GENERAL equations for electrically nonconducting ferromagnetic bodies have been 
given by TIERSTEN [1] and, for the isothermal case, by BROWN [2]. Tiersten's equations 
are presented in an extremely complicated form, mainly for the reason that the principle 
of frame indifference is incorporated right from the start. It is the purpose of the present 
paper to give a different derivation of the equations which at the same time, generalizes 
them to include electric conduction. The results appear in a form similar to that given by 
BROWN which is considered more appropriate for engineering applications. 

Throughout the paper the international MSK system of units will be used. 

2. The first and second law 

The first law of thermodynamics, i.e., the energy balance for a ferromagnetic body 
of insta.ntaneous volume V may be written as 

(2.1) ;
1 
J [ e ( ~

2 

+ u) + u.J dV = J (er+fiv,)dV 
V V 

+ f[ T~v1 +a,1e d:/ -Q,-(ExH)1+U,v,]n,dA. 
ov 

The left-hand side represents the time rate of the total energy (kinetic, internal and electro
magnetic) enclosed in V. The terms on the right-hand side are: heat production by the 
heat source distribution, rate of work of volume forces fi, of surface forces -runi and of 
"exchange forces" aiJni, transport of heat- Qin, and of electromagnetic energy
(Ex H)ini through the surface into the body (ni positive outwards) and, finally, the influx 
of electromagnetic energy Ue Vn due to the motion of the body through the external electro
magnetic field. 
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820 H. PARKUS 

The magnetization vector density J/1 is introduced here with reference to the unit 
of mass 

(2.2) 

The, as yet unknown, stress tensor r~ contains the mechanical stress tensor TiJ plus addi
tional magnetic effects. The exchange tensor ail covers the exchange forces between the 
mechanical continuum and the electronic spin continuum. It, too, is unknown. 

The motion of a particle in an inertial frame will be described by its spatial coordinates 
(Eulerian coordinates) 

(2.3) Xt=Xt(X .. ,t), i=I,2,3, 

where X...t, A = 1, 2, 3 represents the material coordinates (Lagrangian coordinates) 
which initially coincide with x1, 

(2.4) Xt(XA, 0) =Xi. 

The deformation gradient 

(2.5) 

serves as a strain measure. The particle velocity vi is given by 

(2.6) v1 = dxtfdt. 

The second law of thermodynamics is assumed in the form of the Clausius-Duhem 
inequality as 

(2.7) :t J Sdm;::: J ~dm- f _Q~n, dA, 
m m oV 

where S denotes entropy per unit mass and T is absolute temperature. 
Applying now GauB'theorem to Eq. (2.1) and remembering that 

(2.8) ! f UedV- f U,vndA = f a~, dV, 
V oY V 

one obtains the differential equation form of the first law as 

(2.9) d ( v
2 

) aue a [ * d.A, J (!- -+U +--= er+fiv·+- 'l'JtV·+OJt(!---QJ-(ExH)J . 
dt 2 ar ' ax1 ' dt 

Similarly, for the second law from Eq. (2.7), 

(2.10) 
dS Q· 

nT-;::: nr-Q· ·+-' T ·. 
~::: dt ~::: '·' T '' 

The free energy F per unit of mass, defined by 

(2.11) F= U-TS 

of the elastic, ferromagnetic body, is assumed as a function of strain, magnetization vector 
and its gradient, and of temperature: 

(2.12) 
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We have then 

(2.13) 

and 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

For the electromagnetic energy, we introduce the expression 

(2.16) Ue = ~ (e0 E 2 + p,0 H 2
), 

where E and H are electric and magnetic field intensity, respectively, and e0 and p 0 are 
dielectric constant and permeability in vacuum, respectively. Then, making use of Maxwell's 
equations, 

(2.17) n H . oD 
vX =J+Tt, 

aB 
VxE=-Tt 

and of the constitutive relations for a moving, non-polarized body, 

(2.18) 

we find 

(2.19) 

D = e0 E, B = p,0 (H+M), 

oUe oE1 oH1 oM· 
-- = e0 E1--+p,0 H·-- =-V· (ExH)-jtEt-P,oHi---:it~ 

at at ' at u 

= -V· (Ex H)-j;E;-p,0 Hd! d:/ +t-to((!H;.Aivk),~c-P,o(!.A;H;,Icvk. 
The Nabla operator is defined as Vi(·) = (·),;,and j represents the electric current density. 
In writing Eq. (2.19), the continuity equation 

(2.20) 

as well as the relation 

(2.21) 

have been utilized. 
Another constitutive equation, Ohms law, will also be needed. For an electrically iso

tropic body this law reads 

(2.22) j = <T(E+v x B-"VT), 

11* 
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822 H. PARKUS 

where (]represents the conductivity. For an anisotropic medium, (]generalizes to a sym
metric tensor. 

Multiplication of both sides of Eq. (2.22) by j/(J yields 

(2.23) 
•2 

!_ = j · E-(j xB)·v-xj. VT. 
(] 

Substitution of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.23), together with Eqs. (2.11), (2.13), (2.14) and 
(2.15) into Eq. (2.9) and inequality (2.10) renders 

(2.24) {e ':' -[;- O~J (e O~~A XJ.A) -(jxB);-1-'oe.HkHk.iJv, 

{ 
aF 1 a ( oF ) \ dJt; { oF ) dT 

+e oJI;- e OXj e oJI;,j - P,oH;r--dt- +e oT + s dt 

and 

(2.25) 
dJt 1 dT a j 2 

• Q; 
( ... )v;+e( ... J-d +e( ... J-d + ~{ ... } ---"J' VT+-T T; ~ 0. t f UXj (] ' 

3. The basic equations 

A number of conclusions may now be drawn from the first and second law in the form 
<>f relations (2.24) and (2.25). First, we note that the coefficient of the temperature rate 
dTfdt must vanish. This yields the well-known thermodynamic relation 

(3.1) 
oF 

s =-aT· 

We now apply the "principle of frame indifference" [4] by first replacing V; by v1+c; 
(rigid translation) and then vi,J by v;,1+wiJ (rigid rotation). It follows that those terms 
which have V; as a factor must vanish. This renders the two equations 

(3.2) 

and 

(3.3) 

where T;k, defined by 

(3.4) 

e ~i = Ji+ Tji,j+ (j X B);+p,oMkHk.i 

oF 
T;k = (?X;, A ax

k,A 

represents the Cauchy stress tensor. Equation (3.2) represents the equation of motion, 
while Eq. (3.3) determines rG in the energy Eq. (2.1). 
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Next we consider the terms containing d..ltddt as a factor. They must vanish. Now, 
the magnetic equation of angular momentum(!) for the magnetic moment ..11 per unit 
mass reads 

(3.5) 
d..lt 
-ct1 = yJt X Herr• 

where y is a constant and Heu represents the "effective" magnetic field(2). From a corn· 
parison of this equation with the second term of (2.24) anb (2.25) we conclude that(l) 

1 [ oF 1 a ( aF )] (Herr)i =Hi-- aJt. --OX· e oJt.. . 
f-lo l e J lo) 

(3.6) 

Finally, if we put 

(3.7) 

the second term with dvltifdt as a factor will vanish. This determines the exchange 
tensor aii· 

After collecting the remaining terms in Eq. (2.24), we arrive at the equation of heat con
duction 

(3.8) 

where expression (3.1) for the entropy has to be substituted. 
To Eq. (3.8) the law of heat conduction has to be adjoined. If, for instance, Fourier's 

law is adopted in the form valid for a thermally isotropic body(4 ), 

(3.9) 

one obtains, after substitution into Eq. (3.8), assuming k = const and using V· j = 0 
from Maxwell's equations, 

(3.10) kv2T TdS j2 . 
= e dt -er- -;J + Tr Vu. 

The termj 2 fa represents the Joule heat production, while the last term exhibits the Thorn· 
son effect. The coefficient u will, in general, be temperature-dependent, Vu = (dufdT)VT. 

Differential Eq. (3.2) has to be supplemented by boundary conditions. To this effect, 
the Maxwel/ stress tensor miJ is introduced as(5) 

(3.11) 

(1) See [2], p. 85. 

(2) After multiplication of both sides ofEq. (3.5) by Jt we get dJ/2 /dt = 0, and hence ..112 = const. 
Eq. (3.5), therefore, implies magnetic saturation. 

(3) See [2], p. 84. 
(

4
) See [5], § 25. An additional term appears in [5] which, however, is already included here in Eq. (3.8). 

(
5

) The Maxwell stress tensor is used here solely as an auxiliary quantity and no deeper meaning is 
ascribed to it. 
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and Eq. (3.2) is rewritten in the form 

(3.12) ( an ) dvi (T··+m·) ·- -X B = e-
Jl :1• ·J at i dt · 

As usual, the displacement current oDfdt will be neglected. Now, if v denotes the absolute 
velocity in the direction of its normal of a surface of discontinuity moving through the 
body, and if Vn is the velocity in the same direction of the corresponding body particle, 
the following jump condition(6

) follows from Eq. (3.12), 

(3.13) [rii+m1ilnJ = [e(vn-v)vi], 

where [q;]: = q;+- q;-. To Eq. (3.13) the condition of continuity has to be added, 

(3.14) 

If the surface of discontinuity coincides with the surface of the body, we have v = Vn 

and rJin1 =pi, where Pi is the external surface load. Remembering, furthermore, that 
the magnetic field intensity experiences a jump acrosse the body surfaceC) of magnitude 

(3.15) 

while the normal component Bn of B remains continuous, one obtains, utilizing Eq. (3.1 1),, 

= B,M,n1- ';_• M,n,(2Ht- M,n,)n1 = M,(B,-,u0 H,i+ ';_• M,)n, 

(no summation over index n !) , 

but Bn = B: = p,0 H:. Hence, Eq. (3.13) finally renders the boundary condition 

(3.16) 

In addition to body forces p,0 M1 H1, 1 and surface forces p,0 M; ntf2, the magnetized 
body is also exposed to a distribution of couples as a consequence of the nonsymmetry 
of the stress tensor: 

(3.17) 

A thorough discussion of these effects is given in [2]. 

4. Objectivity 

The constitutive equations as obtained in the preceding section are not objective, i.e., 
they are not invariant under an orthogonal transformation of coordinates xi. In order 
to make them objective the deformation gradient xi, A would have to be replaced by a differ-

( 6 ) See, for instance [3], p. 503 ff. 
(') See [2], p . 57. 
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THERMOELASTIC EQUATIONS FOR FERROMAGNETIC BODIES 825 

ent strain measure in the expression (2.12) for the free energy. The same holds true for 
the magnetization vector .Ai. Details of the procedure may, for instance, be found in 
[2], p. 69, and [6], p. 44. 
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